PTO CHIPPERS

3-1/2” Capacity - 10” Capacity!
Gravity Feed & Hydraulic Feed!

Gravity Feed
PTO Chippers

Model 600PTO
3-1/2” Capacity

- 8HP Required @ the PTO
- Height Adjustable Legs
- 2-3/8” Thick Chip Blades
- Belt Drive
- 40 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
- 324 lbs.

Model 627PTO
6” Capacity

- 25HP Required @ the PTO
- (6) - 1/2” Thick, Double-Sided Blades
- 360º Exhaust
- 210 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
- 990 lbs.
- Options: I-Match Quick Attach Adapter

Model 624PTO
4” Capacity

- 16HP Required @ the PTO
- 1/2” Thick, Double-Sided Blades
- 360º Exhaust
- 125 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
- 560 lbs.
- Options: I-Match Quick Attach Adapter

Model 6210PTO
10” Capacity

- 35HP Required @ the PTO
- (9) - 1/2” Thick, Double-Sided Blades
- 410 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
- Heavy Duty Slip Clutch Drive Shaft
- 360º Exhaust
- 1,560 lbs.

Quality of Workmanship, Innovative Design, Built to Last!
Model 824PTO
4” Capacity

15HP Required @ the PTO
4” x 8” Infeed Opening
Height Adjustable Legs
(2) 1/2” Thick Double-Sided Chip Blades
160 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
360° Exhaust
Belt Drive
860 lbs.
Options: Speed Sensing, Skid Steer Plate

Model 826PTO
6” Capacity

25HP Required @ the PTO
6” x 12” Infeed Opening
Height Adjustable Legs
(4) 1/2” Thick Double-Sided Chip Blades
200 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
360° Exhaust
Belt Drive
1,560 lbs.
Options: Speed Sensing, Skid Steer

Model 810PTO
10” Capacity

35HP Required @ the PTO
10” x 18” Infeed Opening
6,000 lb. Idler Axle
(4) 1/2” Thick Double-Sided Chip Blades
600 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
360° Exhaust
Belt Drive
3,840 lbs.
Options: Speed Sensing, Hydraulic Feed Roll Lift Cylinder
**Hydraulic Feed PTO Chippers**
*(these units require hydraulic oil from the tractor)*

**Model 624XT, PTO**

*4” Capacity*

- 16HP Required @ the PTO
- 4-1/2” x 5” Infeed Opening
- Dual Feed Rolls
- Flow Control
- 125 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
- 360º Exhaust
- (2) 1/2” Thick Double-Sided Chip Blades
- 870 lbs.
- Options: Speed Sensing, I-Match Quick Attach Adapter

**Model 627XT, PTO**

*6” Capacity*

- 25HP Required @ the PTO
- 7” x 8” Infeed Opening
- Dual Feed Rolls
- Flow Control
- (6) 1/2” Thick Double-Sided Chip Blades
- 210 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
- 360º Exhaust
- 1,324 lbs.
- Options: Speed Sensing, I-Match

**Model 6210XT, PTO**

*10” Capacity*

- 35HP Required @ the PTO
- 10” x 14” Infeed Opening
- Dual Feed Rolls
- Flow Control
- (9) 1/2” Thick Double-Sided Chip Blades
- 410 lb. Impeller (Approximately)
- 360º Exhaust
- Heavy Duty Slip Clutch Drive Shaft
- 1,965 lbs.
- Options: Speed Sensing
From the Smallest to the Largest, 3-1/2” - 10” Capacity!

* Heavy Duty Commercially Built
* Continuous Welds & Gusseted
* Sharpenable, Replaceable Bed Knives
* Extra Large Infeed Openings
* Vented Impeller Housings
* Large Chip Blade Pockets
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